Frat Pledges’ Academics

BY KRISHNI PATRICK
Editor-in-Chief

A memo circulated by Dean Kane, Dean of Student Life, on November 14, released the results of a study on the academic performance of fraternity pledges during the 1990 Spring semester. In the Spring of 1989 the faculty voted that something had to be done about the academic performance during pledging issue. They voted to shift the responsibility for this issue onto the Campus Life Committee. This Committee then selected Kane to do this study. The following is an excerpt from this memo:

During the semester of pledging, all faculty members were given a form to rate the academic performance of pledges in their classes. The performance of each pledge before pledging started was compared to that pledge's performance during pledging. "Performance" included both regularly graded work and more subjective standards such as attentiveness in class, preparedness for class, etc.

For each academic course, each pledge was given a score of ’2‘ if the pledge's performance improved during pledging, ’1‘ if the performance remained the same, and ’0‘ if the performance deteriorated during pledging. The evaluation scores were averaged for each pledge. Then, an average for each fraternity pledge class was determined. Below are the results, with the best academic performance at top:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fraternity</th>
<th>Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PI OMEGA DELTA</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGMA RHO LAMBDA</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGMA PHI OMEGA</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Editor's Note: This is on a grade point scale.*

Brian Leypoldt, President of the Inter-Fraternity Council is glad there were two separate scales, a faculty evaluation and grade point study, but doesn’t think, "either of these scales show the individual effect of pledging because it (the study) groups them (pledges) as a whole and doesn’t show individual statistics." He stressed that oftentimes one pledge who does badly or one that does extremely well can distort the average for the whole class.

Houghton Kane, Dean of Student Life

Christopher LaRosa, Chairman of the Campus Life Committee and President of APO, comments, "Fraternities and sororities are taking a more responsible approach to pledging. Campus service, social awareness, and academic performance are much more important to Greeks now than when I first came here. We are definitely moving in the right direction. The Greek system is alive and well at Ursinus."

Kane comments on the study, "My dream is that the day is not far away when a fraternity or sorority can say to potential pledges, 'If you pledge with us, the odds are that your academic performance will improve while you are pledging.' On the other hand, I would like to see the day when a group whose pledges experience a drop in academic work during pledging would find pledging activities in future years sharply modified until academic records improved."

Where Does Your Student Activity Fee GO?

BY CHRIS HEINZINGER
Of The Grizzly

How many times have you wondered where your $120 Student Activities Fee goes? Well, this article along with the accompanying graphs will describe how and how much money is approved for various clubs and organizations on campus.

Currently, there is $126,000 in the budget generated by 1050 students paying $120. This money is broken into two different kinds of allocations, block and specific. The block, or standard allocation, is an established amount of money allocated for the year to any group administered by a department or administrative committee. The specific or special allocation is a request for funds for a specific activity (not included in a budget request).

Any club or organization can apply for funding. Whether they receive funding or not depends upon the decision of the Student Activities Committee (SAC).

In order to receive block allocations groups must submit a budget request from three days prior to the SAC meeting. At the meeting the group must have a representative to make a budget presentation to SAC. During the year the club or organization must keep accurate accounts of all income and expenditures. After the first semester, as a check on the use of money, the club must submit their records and accounts of all financial activities.

So, what can funds be used for? According to SAC guidelines funds may be allocated for:

1. Events that have already happened. Requests must be made before the event takes place or is published.
2. Recognition to individual members.
3. Meals (except under a travel request).
4. Fund-raisers to benefit the organization (loans that will be paid back may be approved).
5. No expense trips (where reimbursement is made to individuals i.e. Casino trips, etc.).

For a breakdown of this year's SAC budget, see charts on page two.
BY GINA SOLENKY, U.S.G.A. SECRETARY
Special to the Grizzly

COMMITTEE REPORTS:
The Campus Life Committee met to discuss sorority pledging. Based on teachers’ evaluations, the committee felt that the overall academic performance of the pledges was unsatisfactory. The committee also concluded that there was too much noise.

The Dining Hall Committee discussed an alternative 14 Meal Plan. Students would be limited to 14 meals per week at $3500 per semester. The price for students who still want the full (21 meal) plan will increase to $400 per semester.

The Condom Committee announced that Planned Parenthood will be supplying the college with condoms next semester. Condoms will be in boxes in R.A.’s rooms and other selected locations, and they will be free to students.

The freshmen class will be holding a candy sale and the junior class will be selling the medicine bottles of candy for fundraising purposes.

The Book Store Committee concluded that there is no chance of the college ever owning the Book Store due to the college’s small size. The present company marks up the books 30% before selling them to students. Students are tired of being ripped off and feel that the return on selling back books must be changed. The student government would like to see a new company take over the store since the present company’s contract runs out at the end of each school term. If anyone is interested in becoming active on the committee, please see Bill Finnegan.

As of next year, the U.S.G.A. will be establishing a Finance Committee. The committee will handle and distribute all funds and moneys to all campus organizations.

NEW BUSINESS:
U.S.G.A. has been discussing the possibility of using Lobby B on a daily basis to sell newspapers to students.

Due to the recent problems that have occurred in the Quad, students have proposed a new Visitation Policy for all dorms on campus. All visitors would be required to show their student I.D. or some other form of I.D. and also sign in a log book upon arrival and departure. If U.S.G.A. gains support from Residence Life and then approval by Campus Life, the policy will be in effect January 1991.

On Wednesday, November 28, at 7:30 p.m., the U.S.G.A. will hold its last meeting of the semester. Come and join us for ice cream sundaes.

The U.S.G.A. retreat will begin at 11 a.m. on Reading Day, December 5, and run until 3 p.m. Branch will be served.

Maintenance, Thanks for the heat!

---

**SAC Budget Breakdown as of 11/06/90**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block Allocations</th>
<th>1989-90</th>
<th>1990-91</th>
<th>90-91 Requested</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Athletics</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band</td>
<td>1,400</td>
<td>1,400</td>
<td>1,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAB supplies</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAB programs</td>
<td>50,750</td>
<td>50,540</td>
<td>50,540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheerleaders</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grizzly</td>
<td>7,400</td>
<td>8,200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lantern</td>
<td>3,700</td>
<td>3,900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership Training</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meistersingers</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent’s Day</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td>6,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Plant/Security</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>18,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident Hall Programs</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruby</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>4,316</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Activities supplies</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Activity Office (SAO)</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>4,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USGA</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>1,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WVOU</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>2,190</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Block Allocations</td>
<td>$115,750</td>
<td>$115,040</td>
<td>$115,040</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Specific Allocations:**

1990-91 | 90-91 Requested
---|---
9/5 - Mixer | 394 | 555
9/6 - Sailing Club | 250 | 646
9/24 - French Club | 120 | 160
9/24 - Phi Psi (loan) | 1,700 | 1,700
9/26 - Ruby | 650 | 650
9/26 - Cheerleaders | 200 | 500
9/26 - Grizzly darkroom start-up | 100 | 707
9/26 - Minority Student Union (loan) | 137,50 | 167,50
10/08 - Circle K | 450 | 450
10/08 - Human/Animal Interaction | 280 | 280
10/08 - Organization of Commuting Students | 320 | 300-400
10/17 - APE, Delta Pi, O Chi CANCELLED (500) | --- | ---
11/06 - CAB dance marathon | 1,500 | 2,500
Subtotal Specific | 7,617.50 |
Balance Remaining | 3,342.50 |

*Includes loans to Phi Psi and MSU

---

Thanksgiving Food Drive

BY SATSUKI L. SCOVILLE
Of The Grizzly

Thanksgiving is brighter this year for some local families because of a turkey and canned food drive at Siena. The Minority Student Union, Multicultural Service Office, and its Coordinator, Jenneen Flamer organized monetary and canned good contributions and prepared more than 25 dinner baskets complete with turkey stuffing, corn, and cranberry sauce. These baskets went out last Thursday to the Golden Age Manor in Royersford, the Trinity Church in Collegeville, and the Children’s Aid Society in Norristown, among other places.

Jenneen Flamer hopes that this project will become a yearly event, since it “helped a lot of people in Montgomery County that are in need. Since the project was sponsored by the Minority Student Union and Multicultural Service Office, the food reached different people of different backgrounds.” She would like to thank the sororities, fraternities, offices, companies, and individual students and faculty members for their contributions and hopes for a happier Thanksgiving.

---

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

Now you can have two of the most recognized and accepted credit cards in the world—Visa® and MasterCard® credit cards...in your name. EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN CREDIT OR HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE! Visa® and MasterCard® the credit cards you deserve and need for—ID—BOOKS—DEPARTMENT STORES—TUITION—ENTERTAIN—EMERGENCY CASH—TICKETS—RESTAURANTS—HOTELS—MOTELS—GAS—CAR RENTALS—REPAIRS—AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING.

No turn downs! No credit checks! No security deposit!

Approval absolutely guaranteed so MAIL THIS NO RISK COUPON TODAY

---

M-K Computing Services 489-9211
-Word Processing, Transcription, Data Entry, Typing, and Copying of your Reports, These, Papers & Manuscripts
-Resumes and Cover Letters prepared

---

STUDENT SERVICES, BOX 224026, HOLLYWOOD, FL 33022

---

**YES!** I want VISA®/MASTERCARD® Credit Cards. Enclosed find $15 which is 100% refundable if not approved immediately.

NAME ____________________________________________________________

ADDRESS __________________________________________________________

CITY _______ STATE _______ ZIP _______

PHONE __________ S.S.# ___________________________

SIGNATURE __________________________________________________________

NOTE: MasterCard is a registered trademark of MasterCard International Inc. Visa is a registered trademark of Visa USA, Inc. and Visa International Services Association.

100% GUARANTEED!
**Date Rape Discussed**

**BY KATHLEEN BOWERS**  
Sports Photography Editor

Karen Strickler and Tercy Taylor joined the residents of Todd Hall last Tuesday to talk about date rape, its causes, consequences, and prevention. Strickler and Taylor are part of Studio Cottage’s peer education program that focuses on issues in students’ lives.

Date rape is defined as a sexual assault committed by someone the victim knows. This could be a date, acquaintance, boss, or relative. Two out of five women will be the victim of sexual assault at some time in their lives, and one out of three females is sexually abused before age 18. Strickler said that date rape occurs at Ursinus, but the victims often do not report it or follow up with police action. The peer educators used a “values continuum” to make Todd residents assert and discuss their values and opinions on such questions as whether women invite rape by their actions or dress and who is a potential rapist. Most agreed that women dress to be attractive, not to invite rape. However, women must also be aware that men often interpret these signals differently. One woman commented that rape occurs from an abuse of power and aggression, not overwhelming sexual desires.

Most of the women present also agreed that previous consent to sexual activity with someone does not always apply to the next occasion. Though a man may reasonably expect future consent, he does not have the right to force it. Everyone agreed that alcohol or drugs do not release people from responsibility for their actions. Several women disagreed on whether it is unfair to say “no” after a certain point in sexual activity. Some thought each person is responsible to set limits beforehand, though that may be hard to do. Others believed that if a person suddenly gets scared, they are entitled to change their mind at any point. Though this may not be entirely fair or considerate, that person’s wishes should be respected.

Communication is important in the prevention of date rape. Either party can give mixed messages, and people’s different perspective cause them to misinterpret messages. Sex role stereotypes also complicate clear communication. The effects of date rape, said Taylor, include loss of trust in others or in oneself and guilt. Because our society often blames the victim of rape, it is easy for that victim to start blaming herself. If a friend is raped, Strickler emphasized giving emotional support and offering shelter and company. The victim will most likely not want to be alone.

The Todd residents thought the session was interesting and helpful. Some thought a co-ed group would have been more educational by allowing both sexes to see the other’s perspective. Others felt that peer education should be focused on first year students who are more vulnerable because they usually have less experience with sexual relations.

**New Food Plans Developed**

**BY ED FITZGERALD**  
Special to the Grizzly

The Food Committee has been developing various meal plans. The majority of the campus has stated on their food surveys of the last year that they wanted a choice of meal plans. The committee, Scott Smith, of Wood Food Service and Dr. John Pilgrim, Vice President of Finance and Planning worked out the details and costs of a new food plan.

On Tuesday, November 27, 1990 a survey will be placed on the tables in Wisner Cafeteria at lunch and dinner, and everyone will pick which meal plan they would most likely to buy, and want to see implemented. There will be two types of plans to choose from: 1) the present plan of having only 21 meals per week per person or 2) the adoption of a plan that would have students choose from a 14 meal plan or a 21 meal plan per person per week.

Here is some important information concerning the options.

First under the present 21 meal plan per person per week plan, the students pay approximately $2,550 to the food service. The student can also return in line as much as he/she wants.

In actuality, the student is paying only for 12 meals per week. Wood Food service calculates how many missed meals per person typically occur. The missed meal factor is 54% on this plan. It is from this missed meal factor that the cost of food service is determined.

Here are the details for the meal plan that allows the student a choice between a 14 meal a week plan or a 21 meal a week plan. First, the Wood Food Service would need to buy a computer system, and thus charge the students, that would cost $10,000. All students in the college, regardless of which meal plan per week (14 or 21), they choose would pay an additional $10.00 on top of the regular cost yearly.

Second, all students would be required to carry a dining ID card that would be run through the computer system each and every time the student wanted to eat in the cafeteria. This new card would be in addition to the Student ID card presently used.

Thus, that is why the price under this meal plan is what it is.

If a student chooses a 21 meal plan per person per week rather than a 14 meal plan, the cost of this would raise to approximately $2,700 plus the $10.00 computer fee. This brings the approximate total to $2,870 to a student that chooses a 21 meal plan while a 14 meal per person per week plan is optional. The reason again is the missed meal factor. It should also be noted that these figures are based on this year’s budget and does not include annual food cost increases.

These are the facts. On Tuesday, November 27, everyone gets to decide what meal plan type they want to eat in the Cafeteria, they would pay the normal cost at the checker station. The reason that the cost would be more than under the present system is the missed meal factor.

Under the present system everyone’s missed meals are factored together. If the 14/21 meal plan is adopted the missed meal factor changes. Others felt that peer education should be focused on first year students who are more vulnerable because they usually have less experience with sexual relations.

---

**The Global Perspective**

**BY CASSANDRA YUTZY**  
Of The Grizzly

International

After a meeting with Soviet Union’s President Gorbachev, the President of the Russian Republic announced that the Russian Republic would not pull out of the Soviet Union and that they will try to iron out disputes over power.

Israel offered to allow the United Nations to send an emissary to discuss the treatment of the Palestinians under Israeli occupation. A spokeswoman for the United Nations Secretary-General, Perez de Cuellar, said that the U.N. would not accept any conditions regarding the terms of the visit.

The first mortal Emperor of Japan, Akihito, was coronated to Japan’s high throne last week. The ceremonies took place all day and were attended by dignitaries of 158 countries.

Britain’s former Secretary of Defense, Michael Heseltine, announced plans to challenge Margaret Thatcher’s leadership of the conservative party. The vote is scheduled for Tuesday of this week.

---

**National**

The world’s first heart-liver recipient, Stormie Jones, died last week. She was 13 years old when her body rejected her transplant.

Senior Congressmen asked Bush to call Congress into special session to debate the country’s policy in the Gulf. Democrats warned that the President did not have any legal authority to launch a war on his own.

Last week, ‘Mariners conducted an amphibious assault exercise on the shores of Saudi Arabia close to the border of Kuwait. The code name for this exercise was “Imminent Thunder.”

-- Democrats in the Senate re-elected Mitchell as the Senate majority leader and the Republican re-elected Dole as the minority leader.

The EPA announced last week that over half of the United States drinking wells contain nitrate. Nitrate is a potentially harmful chemical found in fertilizer and animal wastes. But, most of the wells do not contain levels that are considered appropriate to a person’s health.

United States Roman Catholic Bishops met in Washington last week. They adopted their first comprehensive guidelines on human sexuality. Most significantly the document said that “homosexual orientation, because it is not freely chosen, is not sinful.”

William Bennett, America’s “drug czar”, has been asked by President Bush to take over Lee Atwater’s position as Republican National Committee Chairman in January. Atwater is currently seeking treatment for brain cancer.

President Bush left last Friday for his eight day trip to Europe and the Middle East.

The Senate Ethics Committee began its hearings on the actions of the Keating Five last Friday. The Senators involved are Cranston, DeConcini, Riegel, McCain, and Glenn. Each are suspected of having questionable dealings with Charles Keating who is now serving his sentence for fraud.
Features

Campus Jobs = Easy $$$$  
BY JENNIFER CHAP  
Special To The Grizzly

For many Ursinus College students, the answer to their financial problems is a part-time job on campus. On-campus jobs are easy to come by and have many benefits in addition to the pay. Everyone knows at least one person who has a campus job, but knowing how to get one is a different story.

When this year's freshman class came to campus, along with the information packet they received, there was a booklet on student employment. This booklet is compiled and put out by the Financial Aid Office. Included in this booklet is information on time sheets, telephone tips, job descriptions, wage scales, and the schedule of student paydays.

What is most helpful about this booklet is that it includes information from every department on campus where students work. This information is organized into a chart that tells who is in charge of student employment in each given department. Also, it shows what jobs are offered, how many new openings there are, and how many hours per week each job requires. This booklet and information on work study programs are available at the Financial Aid Office.

Many U.C. students take advantage of the opportunity to work on campus. Most of these students are very pleased with their jobs. Sophomore Denise Morez is among those U.C. students who make use of the job opportunities on campus. Denise works at the library circulation desk for about five hours a week and has an encouraging attitude toward her job. "It's convenient," Denise says. "I can do my homework as well as help people, which is a big plus." Denise acknowledges that these are off-campus jobs that pay more, but stated that she thought for the amount of work she does the money is fair.

When asked if she would be able to work if she didn't have a campus job, Denise stated an emphatic "No!" Other students, when asked the same question, replied in a similar fashion. Due to heavy class loads and hectic schedules, many U.C. students don't have the time to give to a regular job. Also, not having dependable access to a car was another popular reason given for not pursuing off-campus job opportunities.

Karin Hoernier is another student who spends a few hours a week working for the college. Karin works for the Admissions Office as a student assistant. She shares many of the common beliefs about on-campus jobs, but also has a somewhat different view of her job. Karin says, "I enjoy my work, and I also like being a part of the school's admissions process. I have established friendships with the other student workers as well as valuable connections with members of the Ursinus staff.

There is another reason for pursuing a part-time job on campus; such a job carries with it the advantage of helping to land a permanent job with Ursinus College after graduation. Students who have worked in one department for some time have gained valuable experience and knowledge of the workings of that department. There are many examples from different departments on campus of former U.C. students who have decided to stay with Ursinus as their career choice.

Most students who look for employment are doing so simply to provide themselves with spending money. The Ursinus College campus is filled with opportunities to make that money without compromising the time needed to study, party, and relax. So come on, U.C.! Get out there and start working.

Without sacrificing too much time and energy, there are opportunities to be met and fulfilled.

This Week in U.C. History...  
BY TERRI JOHNSON  
of The Grizzly

Representatives of Pennsylvania created a charter to open Freeland as a Seminary in 1869. Freeland Seminary became Freeland Hall, a preparatory school for Ursinus College. It wasn't until 1881 that women were allowed to attend the school. In 1913 and again in 1918, the building went under complete renovation to fit the needs of the college. The building then housed male residents until it's demolition in 1968.

In spite of the outpouring of sentiment to renovate the building, Administration decided that Ursinus needed a library that had a central location on campus. Also, the cost of maintaining a building as old as Freeland was a factor in the decision to demolish it. The walls were made up of a straw and mud combination and needed replastering every two years. This much loved and admired building was demolished in 1968, but the alumni who were closely associated with events that surrounded it's history will never forget the imposing structure of Freeland Hall.

Features Typists Needed!  
Contact Kate Grim, Coleen Casciano if interested!
The Musser Experience

BY MELISSA JAVIER
Special to The Grizzly

Many students at Ursinus have the notion that only foreign students live in Musser. Although Musser is an International House, it's not open just to foreign students. Students must apply to live in Musser because of the cultural activities they are required to take part in as residents.

The majority of the students that live in Musser come from foreign countries, such as: Sri Lanka, India, France, Spain, Germany, and Vietnam. Other students prefer Musser over the other dorms on campus because there is more privacy and it's a worthwhile learning experience.

Musser is the newest residence hall on campus. Before the renovations took place, the original house was half the size it is today. There are forty-eight rooms which vary in size. The students have the option of living in a single room or a suite.

According to Karen Lunova, a senior who has lived in Musser since her freshman year, there are more advantages to living in Musser than in other dorms on campus. "In Musser, everyone gets to know one another and ends up working together. Many of the foreign students are far more open-minded to new experiences."

The only drawback it that the programs are often time-consuming, but for Karen, the Coordinator of the Programs, it's well worth it. At least once a week there are house meetings to discuss upcoming events. Each student is required to attend two events per month and must sponsor one each month.

Some of the more popular events that take place in Musser are the foreign dinners. Everyone who participates donates money for the food. One person volunteers to cook some type of delicious cuisine. The dish does not necessarily have to represent the native country of the student, but usually, the dish is not typically American.

Other events include discussions in foreign languages, cultural programs and trips. This year the students in Musser have arranged trips to Canada and New York with transportation costs to be covered by the college.

Karen and the students from Musser would like the Ursinus community to know that the activities planned are designed to spread overall awareness of the diversity of the house. All Ursinus students are welcomed to take part in these unique experiences.

Economics Conference Returns

BY JILL JACKSON and ROSEMARIE SILLS
Of the Spring Conference Committee

On April 13 of next year Ursinus will host the Second Annual Undergraduate Economics Conference. Students from schools around the area will participate, and either present or discuss a research paper. Last year the colleges that participated were Lehigh, Glassboro State, Villanova, Dickinson, Gettysburg, Eastern, Franklin and Marshall, and Millerville. The day included presentations and discussion of submitted papers, lunch with a guest speaker and a panel discussion. Last year's topics included: Monetary and Fiscal Policies, Issues in human Capital, Economic Theory, International Economics, and Microeconomic Issues.

We are encouraging all students interested in economics to participate in the conference either by submitting a paper or being a discussant. We urge you to submit a paper on any economic topic that you may be interested in, even if it does not fall into one of the categories from last year. There will be a cash prize award to the Ursinus student with the best paper.

If you have any interest in participating or need more details, please contact Dr. Economopoulos or Vince Montemurro.

Economics Conference Returns

BY MELISSA JAVIER
Special to The Grizzly

When I first came to Ursinus for a tour in June of 1989, many things appeared unusual to me. Some of the people looked strange, the art around campus was different, but the one thing that caught my eye was a tree standing outside of the far endzone of Patterson Field. It is not every day that you see a tree on a football field.

Arriving on campus this fall, I was determined to find out the history of this tree. As I looked through a book about Ursinus I found a picture of the tree. However, it was a picture of a much bigger and beautiful tree.

I spoke with Dr. Davidson, the Athletic Director, who said that the tree in the endzone now was not the original one. The Sycamore was believed to have been there for over one hundred years.

Davidson explained some of the tree's history to me. The tree appeared on the television show "Ripley's Believe It or Not" because it was the only tree to be located on a football field in any college stadium. Unfortunately, on March 24, 1984, the Old Sycamore was blown down in a wind storm.

To help keep the memory alive, a new tree was planted in the same spot a couple of years later. Davidson mentioned that the tree helps with the recruiting process. Recruits are usually impressed by the tree when they see it because there is no history like it at any other college.

Keeping the tradition and memory alive of the Old Sycamore is the "Sycamore Bear" in the lobby of Helfferich Hall. It was carved by Chuck Sherman from pieces of the original tree. The carved bear and the new tree stand as historic symbols in the life of Ursinus College.

Language Labs: Olin Addition

By Aileen Bidelspach
Of The Grizzly

Seniors can probably remember trudging to Wismer basement for language lab—the dreaded language lab. It consisted of a booth an hour a week listening to a scratch recording and repeating the dialogue softly so that no one would hear your awful pronunciation. Well, the days of Wismer basement (what's now the TV lounge) labs are over! Opening in January, the new International Learning Center in Ursinus' new F.W. Olin Hall promises to provide a richer learning experience and, according to Dr. Juan Espadas, more fun, too.

The center is equipped with state-of-the-art audio, visual, and computer aids to help students learn to speak and understand foreign languages more effectively. Special features include: VCR's to show foreign films, a recording booth for advanced students to practice recording in other languages, and computers that can be used interactively with audio and video tapes. All of this equipment combines to form a Tandberg Ed. IS-10 Language Laboratory, a system that is more compatible with modern texts which usually require such advanced aids.

When asked if he was pleased with the new lab, Dr. Espadas emphatically said, "Oh, absolutely! I think the students are going to find this a lot more interesting because of the many possibilities for interaction."
**Television:**

**Whose Reality is it Anyway?**

shows that don't necessarily make money, but shows that serve a need.*

Winship showed a few clips of a series on PBS called "The History of Television" hosted by Edwin Newman. The show opened with a series of clips from famous sitcoms and events in history that everyone will always remember (such as the assassination of President Kennedy and the shooting of President Reagan) to MTV and the explosion of the space shuttle. Television was created sixty years ago and is on more than seven hours a day in the average American home. In 1950 there were less than five million TV's in six countries; today there are over 750 million sets in 160 countries. Newman believes that television has changed every person's life in a different way; it has been used to entertain, educate, and inform. Winship then explained the early history of television, dating back a hundred years. In the early 1900's, many countries were researching television and competing. Even Bell had plans designed for a television, but never bothered to build it because it was felt that it was not affordable for most people. Parallel research was being done on television, with two rival systems competing: one mechanical, one electronic. The mechanical system had a wheel spinning inside the camera and in the receiver at home. Light was put through the wheels and images were produced. The electronic system, which eventually won out, was developed by RCA, where David Sarnoff collaborated with B.

Farnsworth after trying to blacklist him out of the industry. Britain and Germany were the first countries to broadcast television to its original sparse audience. With the advent of World War II, television research was halted in most countries. The exception was Germany, which kept its television stations on the air. When the war finally ended, television in 1948 took off with news broadcasting being one of the most important shows.

Electrical impulses were broadcasted to make pictures with the help of iconoscope. Milton Berle was one of television's first stars with "Texaco Theater." In the late 40's and early 50's there was a fourth network called the "DuMont network," KTAL, owned by Paramount Picture, was the first commercial station West of the Rockies and featured Bob Hope as their first star. Color television was introduced in the early 1950's.

**Soap Box**

**Days of Our Lives**

Johnny moved into the Kiris's mansion and asked April to join him there, but she says no. He warns Eve that one day he'll regain Nick's estate. Whitney tells Isabella that nothing is going on with her and Roman (Yeah, right!), but Isabella doesn't care. Victor emerges from his coma.

Lawrence allows Jennifer to "say goodbye" to Jack and bugs her to insure that she does as he told her. She obeys until Jack kisses her (and who could resist Jack?). Lawrence tells her Jack will pay, and later challenges him to a duel with real swords. However, our hero, Jack, wins!! Bo tells everyone about Carli, and takes her hostage in exchange for safe passage for everyone (like he's really going to win!!)

**General Hospital**

Dawn slaps Ned after he gives her a phony 'Dear Down' letter from Decker. Monica buys the condo from Meg and lets Meg and Dawn sublet from her. Ruby is suspicious of Cheryl and the doctor pretending to be Cheryl. Esther tells how unfair it was­fmd
drives her to get married to him, getting him out of her life. Gail's info on Taylor. Ryan tries to get Vicki to confess her involvement with Jake to get Marley off the hook. Iris roasts the hospital trying to get info on Jake. Ryan tells her to back off and warns a comatose Jake he'd better keep his mouth shut. Just as she leaves, he emerges from his coma.

**Another World**

Sam must cut short his picnic with Olivia to go meet Amanda. Amanda packs up the remainder of Evan's things, and begins to drink heavily. Grant wins the election and decides to clean up the city (how nice of him!) starting with Marley. He creates bad press for Marley until John and Michael threaten him. Grant's people can't find Charlene (too bad!), but find juicy info on Taylor. Ryan tries to get Vicki to confess her involvement with Jake to get Marley off the hook. Iris roasts the hospital trying to get info on Jake. Ryan tells her to back off and warns a comatose Jake he'd better keep his mouth shut. Just as she leaves, he emerges from his coma.
Berman Art

BY MEGAN MENDTE
Of The Grizzly

On November 29th, the Berman Museum of Art's Upper Gallery will be coming to life. That's right. On the 29th, at 7:30 pm, Keith Strunk's Oral Interpretation class will be bringing the Upper Gallery's collection of portraits to life in their interpretive piece, "Tis the Way to Thither." The portraits are a collection of 18th, 19th, and 20th century works given to the college by various donors. Some of the painters in the collection include Adolphe, Dupont, and Von Blaas. They were placed in the Upper Gallery of Berman specifically for the class's benefit.

According to Keith Strunk, this is a great opportunity for the museum to work with Communications Department to give something to the school. "I believe that there should be more interaction between the different disciplines. Not only were the students working directly with the art, but they were also getting a lot of help from the English Department regarding their poems," said Strunk.

The students have each chosen one of the portraits in the gallery, which they will be interpreting through poetry and music, and the costumes each student will be wearing will hopefully bring about the effect of the portraits coming to life. The portraits will come to life one by one as the audience follows them around the gallery. "It is an example of environmental art," said Strunk. "The audience is walking around and involved with the piece. They can't fall asleep in their chair."

According to Strunk, the idea came from an acting exercise he did in graduate school. "I have been trying to think of something like this to do with the class for three years, and after talking with Lisa 'Tremper Barnes at the museum it all started to come together. We were only able to do it because of the extra time the four credit system gives us," said Strunk.

The piece will be open to the public. There will only be one performance of the characters for the 29th. The cost of tickets will be announced before the performance.

Wismer Cinema

BY SARA JACOBSON
Assistant Arts and Entertainment Editor

****

Gone With The Wind is a one of the all time great classic films. It has something to please everyone. It is a love story. It is a tale of financial ruin, as well as scheming. It pits man against woman, North against South, and the will for survival against all odds. Any lying? Well, if you thought the people from Dynasty were divisive, check out Scarlett O'Hara.

Set in Georgia throughout the Civil War, Gone With The Wind is a tale of survival and unfulfilled love. The film's heroine, Scarlett O'Hara (played by Vivian Leigh), comes from a sheltered aristocratic southern background and changes her attitudes and priorities because of the war. At the outset of the war Scarlett is in love with her neighbor, Ashley Wilkes. Ashley, however, does not love Scarlett and he marries her cousin Melanie. Before riding off to fight on his white horse. In a fit of jealousy, Scarlett marries Melanie's brother, Charles Hamilton and they move to Atlanta before Charles leaves for battle. When Charles dies the realities of the harshness of the war become apparent to Scarlett as Atlanta burns to the ground. She returns home to her family plantation, Tara, to find it overrun by Yankees. Her mother dies of disease, her father loses his mind, and he marries his cousin Melanie's brother, Charles. Scarlett is forced to marry another man she does not love.

Throughout this turmoil Scarlett is pursued by the scandalous Rhett Butler. He appears at every twist of the plot, helping Scarlett help herself. It is their love affair which makes this movie classic romance. Their eventual marriage comes of no surprise, but the outcome of this marriage does. Scarlett changes her views about both the war and her love for Ashley, and learns she can survive anything.

The movie is based on the best selling novel of the same name by Margaret Mitchell. The movie lives up to the reputation of the book. Both Gable and Leigh do an excellent job portraying the emotions of their characters. It is a long movie, but if you haven't seen it before, definitely be sure to catch it at Wismer this weekend.

WVOU

BY JEFF TAYLOR
PROGRESSIVE ROCK
Monday 2:30-4:00pm Alan McCabe 7:00-8:30pm Tony O'Grady 8:30-10:00pm Amy Flemming Tuesday 5:30-7:00pm Tim Creech Wednesday 2:30-4:00pm Manya DuHoffman 4:00-5:30pm Mystery DJ 8:30-10:00pm Brian Wenny 4:00-5:30pm Alan McCabe 8:30-10:00pm Matt Cordes Jeff Weiss

R & H HOUSE MUSIC
Tuesday 2:30-4:00pm Chas

WEOU

BY DAVE VAN
STATION MANAGER

WEEKLY TOP TEN
1. AC/DC--Razors Edge
2. Black Crowes--Could've Been
3. Thrashing Doves--Angel Visits
4. Living Colour--Elvis Is Dead
5. Soup Dragons--I'm Free
6. Jane's Addiction--Been Caught Stealin'
7. Stone Roses--Sally Cinnamon
8. Urban Dance Squad--Deeper Shade of Soul
9. INXS--Bitter Tears
10. Bob Dylan--Handy Handy

URSINUS BAND

BY SARA JACOBSON
Assistant Arts and Entertainment Editor

The Ursinus concert band jazz ensemble performed a concert Saturday, November 17 at 8:00 for members of the campus and community in the Bomberger Chapel. The event included five songs from each group with a brief intermission separating the two performances. Both groups were conducted by Anthony D.J. Branker. The arts and entertainment forum was attended by approximately 100 students and adults.

The concert band played a varied arrangement of pieces from different composers in a classical style. The band's 34 members did an excellent job with their music. Particularly enjoyable was 'The Fairest of the Fair' by John Philip Sousa. The use of harmony within the horns was pleasantly offset by the percussion. The concert band president and vice president are Michele Kelley and Kelley Rooney. Following the intermission the jazz ensemble began their program of jazz pieces by various artists.
Swimmers Waste the local bars and restaurants, take college week guests to all events, peak in the Green Mountain Sugarbush resort, consisting of skiing, lodging, five and a half days lift use, and ice skating. When the sun goes down, the club offers a wine and cheese hour. It’s a great way to get to know the other swimmers and to discuss the day’s events.

Ski Club Plans Trip

BY MICHELLE ROBERTSON
Of the Grizzly

The Ursinus Ski Club is planning a trip to Sugarbush, Vermont on January 6th to the 11th. For Sugarbush’s annual College v. C.K. this trip which costs only $315 for five days' lodging, five and a half days lift tickets, and transportation, is shaping up to be the best trip the club has offered yet.

Sugarbush resort, consisting of two mountains, South Basin and Mt. Ellen, has the highest peak in the Green Mountain National Forest. It's mountains contain downhill skiing for skier’s of all abilities, as well as snowboarding, cross country skiing, and ice skating. When the sun goes down, the club will still have plenty to do. "Fun Shuttles", starting at 5:30 p.m. take college week guests to all the local bars and restaurants, all of which have food and drink specials especially for college week. The Ski Club will be staying at the Bridges Condominiums, only a quarter mile for the lifts at South Basin, which has its own shuttle bus to the ski slopes. The condos themselves have a t.v., phone, fireplace (with firewood), and full-sized kitchen. Throughout the resort are many amenities, such as an indoor pool, tennis, saunas, squash, game room and an eight person outdoor hot tub. The trip promises to be the highlight of the ski season. This trip also Still Has Room Available!! All student, faculty members, and friends from other colleges are welcome. However, this is a popular trip and the condos are filling up fast, so act now. If you think you may be interested, or you would like to attend this trip, feel free to call either Ryan Jacoby at 454-0226, or Michelle Robertson at 454-0407.

Sports

All-Star Baseball Clinic to be Held at UC

From Ursinus Sports News

The Ursinus College baseball team is presenting an "All-Star Baseball Clinic" at the college on Saturday, January 5 from 8:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. The clinic, to be held in Heffelfrich Hall, is designed to help coaches and players of Little Leagues, Jr. Legion, Babe Ruth, Jr. High School and Women's Softball programs.

Topics to be presented at the clinic include: pitching mechanics, catching fundamentals; infield and outfield fundamentals, hitting do's and don'ts, practice organizations; and much more. The event is being run by Ursinus Head Baseball Coach Brian D. Thomas. Thomas has 20 years of successful coaching experience on the Jr. American Legion, high school and collegiate levels. He had an unofficial Pennsylvania State record of 41 straight Jr. Legion wins from 1970-1973. His teams won two league titles in three years at the Perkiomen School, and he was named the Pottstown Mercury Area High School Coach of Year in 1989.

Thomas is well known throughout the area as one of the finest teachers of baseball fundamentals and motivator of young people. Members of the Ursinus baseball team will assist him in demonstrating drills and techniques.

The cost of the clinic is $20.00 for pre-registration and $25.00 at the door. Coffee, donuts and hot chats will be provided. Checks should be made payable to Ursinus College Baseball and should be sent to the attention of Coach Thomas at the College. For more information, contact the College at 489-4111, ext. 2251.

Sports Beat

Monday, November 19
Swimming v. West Chester Away 7:00pm

Tuesday, November 20
Men's Basketball v. Albright Away 8:00pm
Women's Basketball v. Swarthmore Away 7:00pm

Monday, November 26
Men's Basketball v. Trenton State Away 7:30pm

Tuesday, November 27
Women's Basketball v. Muhlenberg Away 7:00pm

Wednesday, November 28
Women's Swimming v. Bryn Mawr Away 5:00pm

Thursday, November 29
Men's Basketball v Phila. Pharmacy Home 7:30pm
Women's Basketball v. Albright Away 7:00pm

Friday, November 30
Wrestling -- Lebanon Valley Invitational

Saturday, December 1
Wrestling -- Lebanon Valley Invitational
Women's Basketball v. Holy Family Home 2:30pm
Swimming v. Swarthmore Home 1:00pm

Sunday, December 2
Swimming v. Kutztown Home 1:00pm

Monday, December 3
Women's Basketball v. Immaculata Away 7:00pm
Men's Basketball Plays in
Scranton Tournament

By Troy Gelston
Of The Grizzly

On Friday November 16th the men's basketball team opened its season in the Scranton Tip-Off Tournament with a game against the Dickinson Red Devils. Ursinus came out on the short end of the 60-49 final.

Showing opening game jitters, Ursinus only had eight points and was trailing 22% from the floor in the first half and went in at the half trailing 24-16. They started the second half with a field goal by Pete Smith (6 points) and proceeded to go on a 15-7 run to tie the score at 31. The bulk of this scoring came via senior guard Ron Algeo who finished the game with 13 points, the only Bear who finished in double digits.

After this run by UC, Dickinson regaining control of the game and was up 5 with 4:00 remaining. The Bears reverted back to their cold shooting and could not close the gap. The Red Devils hit their foul shots to seal the game and produce the final margin of victory.

Other scorers for the Bears were Brendan Sharpe with 7 and Matt Campbell with 5. In the consolation game Ursinus was matched against Manhattanville who had lost to Scranton the night before. It did not take UC long to find their shooting touch in this game as they jumped out to an early 15-1 lead.

Manhattanville, though, fought back and the Bears were only up by a count of 46-44 at the half. The second half was close the entire way as both teams continued to shoot the ball extremely well. Manhattanville took a six point lead with a minute to go, but a three pointer by Andy Lebhen (12 points) cut the margin in half. After a timeout by the Bears, Ron Algeo (18 points) started the 12-0 run with a three point play and with 35 seconds left UC took another time out.

The Bears set up a play for Matt Campbell (21 points) who was fouled on his third attempt. Thanks to a new rule put in this year Campbell got three free throws and converted all of them to send the game into overtime. Manhattanville jumped to a early lead in the OTs but some strong inside play by Pete Smith (26 points) kept the game close going into the final minute. Leisher hit another three to reduce the margin to three and after Manhattanville missed 2 free throws the Bears had a chance to tie with 12 seconds left.

However, an errant pass was stolen by Manhattanville player Kasnir (36 points) who hit and layup at the buzzer to deal the 104-99 victory.

Freshman Derrick Irby was the other Bear in double digits finishing with 11 points. Today UC travels to Albright in hopes of picking up their first win.

Gymnasts Prepare for Season

By Susan Steele
Of The Grizzly

The 1990-91 Women's gymnastics team is expected to have a great season this year despite having a very young team. The team lost a number of gymnasts to graduation and serious team injuries; thus, the core competitors on the team will be freshman. The team consists of one senior, one sophomore, and seven freshmen.

The team is coached by Ray McMahon and Adonna Venezia. McMahon has been coaching gymnastics for over twenty-five years; he has been at Ursinus for five years. His basic philosophy on coaching is to "bring out the best in a gymnast according to her desires, ability, and dedication, but I do not believe in the same size fits all fan." When coaching a sport, especially gymnastics, McMahon says that it is important to get to know each gymnast, and what makes her tick. McMahon says, "First I am a psychologist, then I am a gymnastics coach." He doesn't mean that girls are hard to work with, just that it is very important to get to know each gymnast individually and form a strong relationship with her.

When asked about the upcoming season, McMahon replied, "With a young team comprised mostly of freshmen, I would hope that we would develop into a solid team both in attitude and ability. If we can develop a close bond with dedication and unity, I feel the team should break all existing records before the end of the season." Last year, the high score was around 139 points.

This year, McMahon says the team will hit well above 160 points. Although the loss of top gymnast Karen Michel will have a large effect, a few of the incoming freshmen could be as strong as or better than Karen. Coach McMahon is excited about the upcoming season.

Assistant coach of three years Adonna Venezia also has a positive outlook for the season. Venezia said that this year's team appears to be the strongest in three years, and that the gymnasts individually or as a team will break all existing records on all four events (uneven bars, balance beam, vault, and the floor exercise). Venezia hopes to qualify at least two individuals for the regional meet. She says that the win-loss record is not that important because we compete against division 1 and 2 schools competing in gymnastics. Venezia expects the team to score around 160 plus for five competitors and 120 plus for four competitors. Usually six gymnasts compete and five of the six scores are counted towards the team total.

Coach McMahon is happy with the school and the amount of support it gives to the gymnastics program. Attendance at the competitions has been high. He says that since the college hosted the National meet, there has been a different attitude towards Ursinus Gymnastics.

The gymnastics team is led by senior captain Becky Evans. Venezia says, "I am looking forward to competing with the new members of this year's team. There's a lot of talent, dedication, and motivation that will make this team great."

Right now the team is doing a lot of conditioning, which consists of two miles of running, aerobics, and light tumbling everyday. Official practice beings on October 15. The girls will practice two to three hours Monday through Friday until December when the meet season starts. Besides competing and practicing gymnastics, the team will also work at a number of USGF sponsored meets in order to raise money for a new sping floor.

The Ursinus College Women's Gymnastics team will travel to the Naval Academy, Ithaca College, SUNY Cortland, and a number of other invitational meets. If the team qualifies for Nationals, which is possible, it will travel to Gustavus Adolphus College in Minnesota. The Gymnastics team will host its first meet at home in the gym on December 5, 1990. Coach McMahon and the entire gymnastics team would love to see you there.

Sports

Extra Point

By Judd Woytek
Sports Editor

Wow! I haven't written one of these in quite some time. I do have something that I wanted to write about this week, though.

It all came into my mind on the way home from our last swim meet at Kings College. Soon after everyone had boarded the bus, one of our team captains stood up and asked if the team would prefer to go straight home instead of stopping along the way to eat together as a team. After much banter, our coach decided to take a vote. Much to my dismay, the "go straight home" vote won out over the "stop and eat as a team" vote.

This to me shows poor team unity. I also believe that it is one of the captains duties to promote team unity, not discourage it. I was extremely disappointed in my teammates who voted to go straight home and I was even more disappointed in the so-called "captain" who brought up the vote. I was pleased, however, with the number of fraternity and sorority members who voted for the stop and eat together option. I now see that pledging a fraternity or sorority has shown these people to be "team" players.

When I arrived as a freshman, the swim team was one of the closest units I had ever experienced. We were even closer than some fraternity and sorority sisters! Now, I see that unity dissolving. The team no longer eats together in Wesleyan. We no longer have "Swim Team parties" which all members attend. And, now, we can't take the time out of our personal schedules to make a half hour stop on the Turnpike to eat together as a unified team. Maybe the lack of unity is one of the reasons the team has not been doing as well as it should.

I hope that this "captain" reconsidered what he is doing the next time he suggests to "go straight home and eat on your own." I hope other teams on campus are holding up better than ours. I enjoy being part of a team, not part of a group of individuals.

Women's Basketball
Writer Needed!! Contact Judd Woytek at 454-0153.

MAC Academic Honor Roll

Compliments of Sports Information

Senior Teresa Spring (HPER major) and Dianne Gabel (Biology/Spanish major) and junior Melissa Margolis (Spanish major) were named this week to the MAC Fall Academic Honor Roll. Both Springer and Gabel made the academic team last year also. Requirements include being a starter or significant contributor to the team, having at least a sophomore standing, and holding a minimum of a 3.4 cumulative Grade Point Average. Congratulations to the three women for this accomplishment!

TRAPPE BEER & SODA
489-2070

"YOUR FULL SERVICE BEVERAGE STORE"

TRAPPE SHOPPING CENTER
130 WEST MAIN STREET
TRAPPE, PA 19690
MON-WED 10-7  THURS 10-8  FRI 9-8  SAT 9-6
PROOF OF ID MAY BE REQUIRED!
To the editor:

I wish to comment on the article appearing in the November 13th issue of The Grizzly entitled “Steimi Starts Club.” This article, found in the sports section of the “paper,” is more than a personal abuse flyer written by Mr. Foust as a retaliation prank. Mr. Foust felt that by pushing him into the pool before practice two weeks ago, I deserved to be humiliated in such a fashion. He took a personal dispute between him and me and opened it up to the entire campus. I hope that Mr. Foust will not act in such a childish manner in the future, and that he will keep his problems to those concerned.

What angers me more is the fact that the editors of The Grizzly, Ms. Patrick and more specifically, the sports editor, Mr. Woytek, allowed such an article to be printed. Has this paper become merely a forum for people to strike out at other individuals and groups, or is The Grizzly still a NEWSPaper? A few weeks ago an editorial spoke out against 2X’s personal abuse flyer. Now a personal abuse article appears in The Grizzly. By allowing this article, have not the editors become all that 2X was accused of being?

A quote appears in the masthead of The Grizzly. It reads, “Publishing the truth, from good motives and for justifiable ends.” Mr. Foust and the editors of The Grizzly have succeeded in violating all three of these principles. There is nothing factual or truthful in the article, with the exception of my address and phone number. The motive behind the article was retaliation, a motive that not many people would classify as “good.” Likewise, few would agree that this expression of opinion and reserves the right to edit all submissions for both grammar and style. Expressions of opinion and reserves the right to edit all submissions for both grammar and style.

To the editor:

Support Our Positive Efforts

To the editor:

Although sororities have tried to “serve” to meet the faculties’ expectations, most of the faculty has neither acknowledged nor perceived this effort. Not only have the sororities worked hard to change their pledging activities, but they have also tried to enhance their relationship with the campus and the community.

One case in point was the recent Halloween event sponsored by the Intersorority Council. A flyer was sent out to all faculty, staff, and administration inviting them to participate and support from our organizations. In summary, although we have not been recognized for our positive contributions to the campus and the community, we will continue our service activities because WE are able to see their benefits.

Sincerely,

The Intersorority Council

Bring Back Our Salt

To the editor:

I applaud the food service’s and USEAC’s various efforts at improving our campus’s environmental stance. An effective recycling program, educational efforts, and the adaption of environmentally sound campus policies are all welcome. The recent removal of salt shakers from Wismer tables is, however, environmentally overkill.

Are our landfills really filling with disposable salt shakers? I understand that we should do as much as reasonably possible to limit waste, but are meals without the most basic spices of life reasonable?

I know that salt shakers and pepper mills are available at the condiments table. Unfortunately, various groups of little children tend to take the salt and pepper to their respective tables. Those of us with consideration for others are left nothing.

I still think disposable salt shakers should be a thing of the past. I also think, however, that students should have easy access to the common and harmless perks of modern life. I leave with two possible suggestions for our food service and/or USEAC.

1. Start using cheap reusable salt shakers at all tables. A very small surcharge on each student’s bill (less than a dollar) could easily compensate for any shakers that were stolen.

2. A less enticing solution involves more shakers than are currently available being spread out around the cafeteria. By placing salt and pepper at the two cars as well as on two condiment tables, the Wismer traffic jams we are currently experiencing would be lessened.

Thank you,

“Old Salty”
The scourge of negative campaigning has taken the American electoral system by force. Candidates for all levels of government office—local, state, and federal—are now utilizing negative campaigning (the act of attacking opponents on personal grounds and stressing the negative aspects of others) for their own political means. By focusing on embellished or sensational facts, negative political campaigns diminish the importance of vital issues. They place emphasis on an opponent's sexual behavior, youthful indiscretions, or even ethnic background. They don't address the issues which are crucial to the health of the United States.

Negative campaigning is an obstacle, if not a destructive force, to the effectiveness of American politics.

Every individual, 18 years or older, has the right to vote. This right lets the people decide who will represent them in government. Each voting citizen is actually the boss of the elected official, and the campaign process is the application by each candidate to this potential employer, the voter. When the campaign process becomes a mudslinging festival in which the candidates viciously attack their opponents, this application becomes ineffective. The voter can't objectively judge the candidates' credentials. The system becomes undermined.

The role of television in political campaigns has increased the popularity of this campaign tactic. "Both parties are equally responsible for voter dissatisfaction and apathy."

In this age of the "30 second sound bite" candidates are faced with making a lasting impression on the voter through television advertisement or losing the election. Most candidates don't feel that a 30 second commercial allows enough time to state their positions on complex issues. So, to effectively influence the voter, candidates will state shocking negative facts about their opponents—facts which will hopefully stick in the mind of the voter until election day.

Candidates also rely on negative campaigns because they believe that the average voter isn't intelligent or educated enough to understand the complex problems which face the local, state, and federal governments. Therefore, the candidates don't waste valuable stump time addressing important issues. Not only do the candidates feel that the voting public is stupid, but they also feel that it is apathetic. Voting trends reinforce this. Less than 60% of the eligible public vote in a presidential election year, and even fewer vote in "off-year" elections. To attract the support for this limited voting pool, the candidate plays to the voter's gut instinct. The voter becomes a pawn of the candidate, easily sacrificed to the rhetoric of politicians.

Popular elections are designed to place individuals in power with a specific mandate—a command telling them what people want from government. The elected official's mandate is defined by the election campaign. When a candidate rides into office in the wake of a negative campaign, that official has no effective mandate. Take for example George Bush's presidential campaign of 1988. Bush's campaign focused on the "negative" aspects of his opponent, Michael Dukakis. Dukakis wants to pander all violent criminals like Willi Horton—the murderer who was released on a weekend furlough from a Massachusetts prison (through the authority of law supported by Dukakis) and ravaged women and children, Dukakis will uphold the legality of flag-burning and is therefore unpatriotic; and Dukakis is a big spending liberal who will tax the nation to death. When Bush won the election, his mandate was to keep the Willi Hortons in prison, to maintain and nurture patriotism, and to not raise taxes.

This mandate provided no vision for the nation, set no agenda for the federal government, and, as Bush has shown in his signing of the current budget which includes tax increases, that it was one the President couldn't obey. The people were deceived by a presidential candidate's negative campaign.

Negative campaigning isn't a partisan phenomenon. Republicans and Democrats alike use elections to reinforce this. (Republicans, though, claim an upper hand in the use of negative campaigning. Lee Atwater and Roger Ailes, the Republican campaign technicians, are unmatched by the Democratic leadership who can't stomach dirty politics. But I bet the Democrats are stocking up on Pepto Bismol for the 1992 presidential race.) The recent governor's race in Texas is a prime example of bipartisan use of negative campaigning. The Republican and Democratic candidates attacked each other so viciously and negatively that it appeared that they would have been more comfortable in a Texas barroom brawl than in a gubernatorial debate. When the Republican attacked the Democrat for alleged substance abuse, the Democrat countered with an assault on the Republican's supposed tax evasion—not particularly issues that are pertinent to the health of Texas. This bipartisan use of negative campaigning doesn't allow the voter to critically exclude one party on election day. Both parties are equally responsible for voter dissatisfaction and apathy.

If popular democracy is to be effective, negative campaigning must be erased from the election process. Currently, individuals are placed in office with no idea what their constituents actually want them to do with this office. Likewise, these individuals come to power with no vision for government. They only bring negative political skills which win them election. The political consumer, the voting public, must demand and be given the facts about their candidate and these candidates' goals for the nation. Only when this occurs will government stop legislating and executing unpopular, ineffective, and destructive policies. They can then begin working productively for the good of the nation.

What Was the Question?

Editor's Note: This piece was originally printed in The Arena, a short-lived publication of the Political Science Association. It was originally published in April, 1989.

The year was 1973. I was 6 years old. To young too know what abortion was and too young to really make a decision. That year the Supreme Court ruled that women have rights to a legal abortion. And that year the bell sounded and the fight began. Pro-Life vs. Pro-Choice. A knock 'em down, draw 'em out fight to the death, a fight for Rights. Basic human rights. We're all guaranteed them. The constitution says so.

In the spring of '89 an estimated 300,000 marched in Washington for abortion rights. Or was it women's rights? Is it the same thing? It was bigger than the civil rights march in the same city over 25 years ago. It had that same tone and feeling as the famous march did. Rights. Abortion Rights. Yes, women's rights. It had to be the same thing.

Jesse Jackson was there, so was Jane Fonda, Morgan Fairchild, Marlo Thomas, Glenn Close, and Beas Armstrong. It was truly an event to behold. They were all honored guests, marching and speaking for the continuation of abortion rights. For women's rights.

If I went through college I began to form opinions on the abortion issue. I saw both sides and felt that I had considered all aspects. The rights of the mother and the rights of the unborn child/fetus. What I finally concluded was that people generally have to make a moral decision. When does life begin? If we believe that life begins at birth, and what is inside the womb is a fetus not a human being, than abortion is right. To make these kind of decisions, I feel that we must be educated on abortion.

Take time out to listen to both sides. Try to push away the violence and hate. Try to dig down to the facts, to gain all perspectives. Then and only then can an individual be prepared to make such a decision.

It is not just a question of women's rights. Life in my opinion begins at conception, this the human being is deserving of all the basic rights possible. The greater of which is life. There are many different factors that go into making such a hard moral decision. Does someone want to be aborted? or be a dried out and dead subject, but what both sides want and I feel is so important, is that people become educated on abortion and the issues involved.

The referendum reminds us of old-style campaign elections. "Yes, Comrade, you can choose Joseph Stalin or Joseph Stalin." The anticipated campus wide rush to set the stage for our current meal plan. I appreciate their honesty, but I don't agree. I'd rather have 12 meals per week. As such, an optimal meal plan still assumes 12 meals per week and charges the same amount. I understand this—basically, those of us who eat fewer meals subsidize those who have no respect for what they put in their bodies and love Wiener chow. I understand the "mixed meal factor" as well—it's a way for Wood to continually reassure us that we're getting a good deal.

A good deal is one thing, but how about a fair deal? How about an 11 meal plan that would allow those of us dissatisfied with Wiener "quality" to save some money? How about the ever-present but oh-so-profit-draining "NO MEAL PLAN?" Were these ever discussed? If they were discussed and forum the meal plan, students should know why. The current choices offered are little more than the food service stating a truth, that the 21 meal per week plan is more economically sound than a 14 meal per week plan. I appreciate their honesty, but regret their inability to produce anything that would be a real option.
A New Dimension to Medicine

BY NICOLE MINARDI
Special to the Grizzly

"Are you a doctor?"
"No, I'm a physician assistant. I help the doctor take care of you and your family."

This question is being asked more and more in family practices around the world. "One drawback to being a physician assistant is that people don't understand about my position," explains Pam Minardi, a certified physician assistant in a Lancaster County family practice. "They either think I am a doctor or a nurse. The mid-level practitioner is an unknown to many."

The PA works in conjunction with a physician. He/she able to care for patients independently under a supervising doctor. PA's work in all aspects of medicine; general practice, surgery, orthopedics, cardiology, and radiology in urban and rural settings. They can work out of a main office with a doctor or in a satellite clinic with only phone contact with the supervising doctor.

Perhaps you have encountered a physician assistant in your recent trip to the family doctor. They perform a wide variety of services in the general practice field. PA's take medical histories, perform physical examinations, provide emergency care, perform minor surgery, and counsel and educate patients. However, there are limitations on the PA's practice. Other than being regulated by state medical agencies, PA's do not have surgery or prescriptive rights. These are two reasons that a PA must be supervised by a physician.

This upcoming type of healthcare professional was originated in 1965 by Eugene A. Stead, M.D. With the admission of four military ex-corpse, Stead began an education program at Duke University. The initial reason was to provide for the need of a mid-level practitioner to take on medical responsibilities during war time. When the Vietnam War ended, these PA's eventually went to work in deprived urban areas and under-developed rural towns. In these arenas, they serve to provide a more comprehensive and higher quality level of healthcare. All this is done in a caring and empathetic atmosphere.

Since the PA's assumes a minimum of 70% of the clinical procedures in the proper caretaking of a patient, they must be educated correctly. All candidates for a PA degree must have previous education in the medical field. After acceptance into a program, people go through an 18-22 month course. During their education, students are skilled in basic medical science and in medical related functions.

The first nine months are devoted to the science and pre-clinical coursework. Following, there is a 10-15 month period of clinical practicums. These consist of a wide variety of on-the-job medical experiences for the student, ranging from surgery to general practice.

After graduation, however, PA's must be recertified every six years. This ensures a quality, up-to-date medical professional for the patients. "In order to secure my certification, I attend weekly Continuing Medical Education classes to keep abreast of breaking medical theories and procedures," explains Minardi.

This on going education is well worth it for Mrs. Minardi. She has been practicing with the same office for her 10 years as a PA. "It has been very fulfilling," Minardi states. "I have learned and grown far beyond my dreams. I have been able to care for newborns to geriatric patients and have gotten to know entire families. Dr. Joel Samit, Minardi's supervising physician explains, "the mutual confidence and trust and respect between us is a vital necessity in our practice and allows us to provide a high level of care."

In 1975, the American Association of Physical Assistants had 300 members. Now there are over 13,000 in the United States. With the population becoming more health conscious, it is necessary to have an increasing number of healthcare personnel. There is a great demand for PA's today. Watch for one in your doctor's office!

Cold Fusion on Ice

(CPS) - The controversy over "cold fusion" has reached a new level: the scientists who first announced it are missing.

University of Utah (UU) Prof. Stanley Pons and British Prof. Martin Fleischmann startled the world in 1989 when they announced they had managed to achieve a nuclear fusion reaction at room temperature, a feat previously thought to be scientifically impossible.

Neither Pons nor Fleischmann attended an Oct. 25 meeting of a state panel that oversees the $5 million the state legislature, impressed and excited by the possibilities the discovery presented, appropriated to further "cold fusion" research.

After more than a year of no significant results, the researchers started falling out of favor. Other labs, with the exception of a well-received experiment at Texas A&M University, were unable to duplicate Pons and Fleischmann's results.

Meanwhile, more traditional work on fusion - potentially a nonpolluting way of producing nuclear energy, and much safer than current fusion methods - proceeded. On Oct. 2, scientists at Princeton University announced they had coax a fusion nuclear reactor to produce encouragingly high levels of energy.

"The idea (behind announcing the discovery) is to get appropriate coverage that is truly important, without hyping something that isn't significant," explained Princeton assistant news director Jacquelyn Savani in noting the difference between the Princeton's announcement and the almost circus-like promotion that surrounded the Utah experiment.

"There was euphoria for several days until the skeptics came in and started bursting bubbles," UU spokesman Larry Weist recalled. "The university bookstore sold cold fusion mugs and T-shirts, while people in the community sold "Fusion in a bottle" kits.

The mood in Salt Lake was more somber when Pons and Fleischmann failed to show up for the meeting to discuss the new

Bolt to Latest Discoveries

BY TODD A. KOSER
Science Editor

Heart Stopping Cold

Brian surgery is always a rather delicate matter, but aneurysms (expansion in arteries, usually balloon) pose some special problems because they are so delicate, some can not be operated on while they are inflated with blood. To decrease the pressure in the circulatory system researchers have found a way to drain the blood out a patient's body. At normal temperatures this draining would lead to death due to the brain becoming starved for oxygen. However, the brain requires much less oxygen at lower temperatures. The patient's body is slowly cooled down to below 60 degrees fahrenheit. At this temperature the brain can survive without oxygen for about an hour unharmed. Once the patient is cooled most of his blood is drained out of the body and then the brain surgeons go to work. Once the procedure is completed the body is slowly warmed up and the heart resynchronized. The cooling technique works on the energy saving principal that many hibernating animals use to last the winter. This operation is only performed at about 6 hospitals in the U.S.

Hubble Bumble Continues

The Hubble Space Telescope has had problems from the day that it was launched. Besides the primary mirror being flawed which leads to blurry images, there are also some stability problems which complicate the onboard tracking system that locates reference stars. The instabilities stem from vibrations caused by the solar panels changing temperatures, some parts that operate jerkily and tape recorders turning on or off. A new batch of software was radiused up to the telescope, but it failed to correct or improve the vibrations. NASA aborted the new program and returned to the previous instructions. Officials at NASA hope to have an improved stabilization package installed by the new year.

On their laurels: some American Scientists

The following American scientists were recognized by the Nobel committee in the three major science fields: Medicine

E. Donnall Thomas and Joseph E. Murray-for their work in transplant medicine.

Chemistry

Elias J. Corey-for his work on the synthesis of organic molecules, including methodology and theory in this area.

Physics

Jerome I. Friedman, Henry W. Kendall and Canadian Richard E. Taylor were recognized for their work which provided experimental evidence for the quark.


Cold Fusion Institute's financing.

Faculty colleagues said Pons had abruptly given his teaching duties to another professor just before the semester began, disenrolled his kids from their schools, and led at least some coworkers to believe he was going to spend the year vacationing in France.

Fleischmann reportedly was in his native England, being treated for unknown health problems.

However, Pons is expected at a Nov. 7 cold fusion conference, Weist said.

Princeton researchers say their reactor has the capacity to reach a one-to-one ratio of input to output, but added that several things need to be worked out, including determining how to extract the energy from the reactor, before it can be put to commercial use.

"This is a massive project" spanning 15 years, Savani noted.

Researchers are "very sure" of their findings, and do not expect any controversy, she added.

The goal of fusion research is to build a reactor that would create more energy than was used to produce it.
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